Interpretation
Glacier thinning at lower elevations -6 cu km/yr-but they could be 50% or more. Consequently, the total error in our estimate of 23 cu km ice discharge to balance snow accumulation and thinning might be as high as 6 cu km/yr, but is unlikely to explain the 9.2 cu km/yr imbalance. Instead, we believe that ice velocities must have increased for part of the period between January 1996 and June, 1998, probably by at least 100%, and possibly by much more if the increase was short lived.
Our observations give no indication of why the glacier thinned so rapidly and, apparently, so suddenly. We believe it is unlikely to be the result of a conventional surge because the glacier was already moving at surging speeds before thinning began. However, the observations indicating ice discharge to be insufficient to balance total snow accumulation suggest that the glacier has a "normal" mode of rapid flow that cannot discharge all the ice flowing into it. This would cause the glacier to thicken until it reaches a critical condition consistent with a far more rapid mode of flow, perhaps associated with a build-up of basal melt water as the glacier thickness profile Changes. If rapid thinning did occur over a very brief period, it is remarkable that the thinning zone extends more than 50 km inland, suggesting that this entire region was affected almost simultaneously by whatever change in conditions caused the glacier to thin.
